AFGE members are our strength. They are the union, and everything we hope to achieve depends on growing and empowering our membership. The good news is, momentum is now on our side. The next four years will be crucial to our union and our workplace rights. AFGE has developed a new organizing initiative that focuses on our collective power and activism where every member is empowered to fight back and fight for our rights. Our immediate goal is to add 1,500 additional new members per month.

What does Organizing for Power mean?

• Organizing for Power means a union built from the GRASSROOTS, a network of members connected through their work on the issues they care about.

• Organizing for Power means identifying local leaders, having 1 on 1 conversations with members and potential members, and working on the issues important to them.

• Organizing for Power means developing engaged members, helping those members create stronger locals, and building a more powerful, effective union at every level.

Success comes from collective power of committed and engaged unionists who participate and engage in exercising their power through collective action. NOW is the time to organize for power!

Visit www.afge.org/NOW for details on AFGE’s new organizing strategy
JOIN AFGE IN 4 EASY STEPS

STEP 1:
Go to www.joinafge.org

STEP 2:
Select your Agency and Local Number

STEP 3:
Fill out the one-page membership form and click “Join”

STEP 4:
If you’re a new member, select a rebate campaign and fill out the brief form (local participation may vary)